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Auguste Cryogenics Press Information 

For Immediate Release 

Košice, December 2, 2020 

Organizational Change – Košice 

We are excited to announce the promotion of Viktor Sabo to the position of Head of Energy Sales. 

In this new role he will maintain his command of the European LNG market while applying greater emphasis 
on the emerging hydrogen sector. He will spearhead Auguste Cryogenics‘ partnership with green hydrogen 
tech companies and fuel station system integrators. 

Viktor is widely regarded as one of the most trusted and experienced commercial resources in the natural 
gas industry.  His efforts have helped Auguste increase sales of liquid natural gas and liquid hydrogen 
products to now account for 40% of all bulk tank sales. 

 

We are also very pleased to announce that Auguste Cryogenics has been accepted as a member of the 
European Clean Hydrogen Alliance. 

The European Commission launched the Alliance in July of 2020 with the ambitious goal of deploying clean 
hydrogen technologies for the energy industry to transform production, storage, and consumption of 
energy. These technologies will help to decarbonize the industry and transportation sectors where Auguste 
Cryogenics already serves. 

About Auguste Cryogenics 

Auguste Cryogenics acquired Taylor-Wharton International’s European Operations which includes a 
cryogenic pressure vessel manufacturing facility, Taylor-Wharton Slovakia s.r.o., and the related 
warehouse/office complex of Taylor-Wharton Germany GmbH in 2016.  From the ISO 9001 manufacturing 
hub in Kosice, Slovakia the company produces Bulk, Microbulk and transportable cryogenic storage vessels 
up to 350,000 liters and modular piping skids serving the industrial gas and energy markets.  The company’s 
medical and packaged gas distribution center is strategically located in Husum, Germany near a large 
international port. Opening in 1965, the German facility serves as the Western European sales office and 
the paragon of the company’s strength and tradition. 

Contact us at www.augustecryogenics.com or by phone @ +421 55 72 77 128. 
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